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We use the Los Alamos LAHET Code System (LCS)/CINDER’SO suite of codes in a variety of 
spallation neutron source applications to predict neutronic performance and as a basis for making 
engineering decisions. We have broadened our usage of the suite from designing LANSCE and the next 
generation of spallation neutron sources for materials science and nuclear physics research to 
designing a target system for Accelerator Production of Tritium and Accelerator Transmutation of 
Waste. While designing, we continue to validate the LCS/CINDER’SO code suite against experimental 
data whenever possible. In the following, we discuss comparisons between calculations and 
measurements for: integral neutron yields from a bare-target of lead; fertile-to-fissile conversion 
yields for thorium and depleted uranium targets; dose rates from the LANSCE tungsten target; energy 
deposition in a variety of light and heavy materials; and neutron spectra from LANSCE water and liquid 
hydrogen moderators. The accuracy with which our calculations reproduce experimental results is an 
indication of our confidence in the validity of our design calculations. 

Introduction 
At Los Alamos, we have world-class Monte Carlo computational capability, which can be 

used for a variety of spallation-neutron-source design applications in environments with requisite 
computer hardware and experienced people to set up and run the codes and interpret the results. 
One part of our computational tool is based on the LANL version of the HETC Monte Carlo code 
for the transport of nucleons, pions, and muons, which was originally developed at ORNL [I]. 
Because of major modifications and additions made to the HETC code at LANL, our version of 
HETC has been renamed LAHET, and the system of codes based on LAHET (which we use in 
spallation neutron source design) is designated the LAHET Code System (LCS) [2]. The LCS is a 
sophisticated code system based on several sub-components, among which LAHET and the Los 
Alamos continuous energy neutron, photon, electron monte carlo code MCNP are the major 
players. CINDER’90 describes the temporal concentrations of nuclides depleted and produced in 
materials subject to spallation and neutron reactions [3]. 

In the following, we offer a brief description of the LCS and CINDER’90 codes and indicate 
the breadth of capabilities that this suite of codes puts at the users’ disposal, We compare 
calculated predictions to measured values for a variety of “benchmark” experiments including 

l integral neutron leakage from lead targets bombarded by protons with energies from 800 
MeV to 3 GeV; 

l fertile-to-fissile conversion yields for bare targets of thorium and depleted uranium 
bombarded by 800-MeV protons; 

. neutron dose rates from the LANSCE tungsten target; 

l energy deposition in a variety of target materials as a function of proton energy; and 

. neutron spectra from the LANSCE water and liquid hydrogen moderators. 
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Calculational Methmblogy 
< 

Group X-6 at LANL develops, maintains, and supports the LCS and distributes the code 
system worldwide. LAHET itself is used for the transport and interaction of nucleons, pions, and 
muons at high-energies (20 MeV<E<-4 GeV). LAHET uses the Bertini [4] or the ISABEL [5] 
model to describe the physics of the intranuclear cascade and uses the Dresner evaporation model 
163 for the last phase of the nuclear interaction. (The Fermi breakup model [7] replaces the Dresner 
model for describing the evaporation process for light nuclei.) Group X-6 recently added a 
preequilibrium model [8] as an intermediate stage between the intranuclear phase and the 
evaporation phase; two fission models (Rutherford-Appleton [9] or ORNL [lo]) complement the 
set of physics models LAHET uses. 

The MCNP code (developed at LANL over the past 40 years or so) is a design-production 
code for low-energy neutron/photon/electron Monte Carlo transport [ 111. The code is distributed 
and used internationally by nuclear-systems designers. The MCNP code is geared toward the 
transport of neutrons, photons, and electrons in matter and uses very detailed cross sections for 
several hundred isotopes to describe the interaction of neutrons and photons with matter down to 
thermal energies. MCNP makes use of ENDF/B-V cross section for neutron and photon 
reactions. We describe thermal neutron reactions using the free gas model or, when available, 
detailed scattering kernels, the s(a,P) treatment. For photons, the code takes coherent and 
incoherent scattering, fluorescent emission after photoelectric absorption, and various other 
physical processes into account. Contrary to multigroup codes, MCNP is.a general-purpose, 
continuous-energy, generalized-geometry, and time-dependent Monte Carlo transport code. It is 
capable of handling arbitrarily complex three-dimensional geometries. The output MCNP 
produces ranges from neutron and gamma-ray fluxes and currents to energy deposition; from 
energy fluxes to gas production; and from radiation doses to criticality eigenvalues. 

Particle transport in both LAHET and MCNP is based on Monte Carlo techniques. The 
philosophy used in the LAHET code is to treat all interactions by protons, pions, and muons 
within LAHET but to treat neutron interactions only above a cutoff energy, typically 20 MeV, at 
Los Alamos. Any low-energy (~20 MeV) neutron emerging from a reaction has its kinematic 
parameters recorded on a neutron file (NEUTP) for subsequent transport. For LAHET, a version 
of MCNP (called HMCNP) has been modified to accept the NEUTP file as an input source to 
complete the low-energy neutron transport using continuous-energy, ENDF/B-based, neutron 
cross-section libraries. Low-energy transported neutrons can participate in nuclear reactions and 
produce additional particles. 

During a LAHET calculation, we record a large quantity of information on a separate file, 
which another piece of code, PHT--a photon source generating code--can subsequently analyze 
to produce a source for HMCNP. We can then execute the HMCNP phase of the calculation as a 
coupled neutron/photon transport problem. The photons originate either from the decay of neutral 
pions produced in the intranuclear cascade phase or by the deexcitation of residual nuclei after the 
evaporation phase. In a coupled neutron/photon problem, we merge the neutron file NEUTP and 
the gamma-ray file GAMTP (by the MRGNTP code in the LCS) to produce a combined 
neutron/photon file COMTP that describes the low-energy neutron source and high-energy- 
produced gamma-ray source for the entire system. We then use HMCNP to transport these 
neutrons and photons plus gamma rays produced from neutron-induced reactions below 20 MeV. 
In addition, both LAHET and HMCNP can write history files, called HISTP and HISTX, 
respectively, that contain a (nearly) complete description of events occurring during the 
computations. We postprocess the HISTP and HISTX files with another code (in the LCS suite of 
codes) called HTAPE. The edit options available with HTAPE include surface current and flux; 
cell-average neutron flux particle production spectra; residual mass production; mean excitation 
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energy; mass-energy balance, gas production and energy deposition by cell or material; pulse shape 
analysis of surface current; and global emission spectrum in polar and azimuthal bins. 

The relationships of the various codes in the LCS and the files that carry information from 
one to another are shown in Figure 1. We use the LCS for a variety of applications including 
Spallation Neutron Source Design, Accelerator Production of Tritium (ART), and Accelerator 
Transmutation of Waste (ATW). 
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Fig. 1. LCS codes and data files. 

Overview of CINDER’90 
We describe the temporal concentrations of nuclides depleted and produced in materials 

subject to irradiation by a large set of coupled differential equations; and we determine each 
nuclide’s concentration by a history of gains from neutron absorption reactions [spallation, fission, 
(n,y), (n,2n), etc.] and radioactive decay of parent nuclides, as well as losses from its own decay 
and particle absorption. The solution for these nuclide concentrations was simplified in 1962 with 
the CINDER code, which resolved the complicated nuclide couplings into linear chains, each chain 
representing a unique path from nuclide to nuclide, resulting in small independent sets of 
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differential equations describing the rate of change of partial concentrations of nuclides in each 
chain. This reduces the solution of a large set of coupled differential equations to the solution of a 
number of small sets of differential equations, each characterized by a single generalized form. 
Because of the linear nature of the chain (a result of the Markov process), we may solve the 
generalized equations sequentially for the partial concentration of each linear nuclide in the chain. 
We then obtain nuclide concentrations by summing partial concentrations. 

Calculations of radionuclide inventories in high-current, medium- and high-energy 
accelerator targets have required the development of a new inventory code (CINDER’gO), evolved 
from earlier versions of CINDER [3,12 through 161 and REAC, [17 through 201 and continuing 
development of cross-section and decay data. CINDER’90 uses these data with problem-specific 
spallation production and neutron-flux data calculated using LCS. 

The CINDER’90 code differs from earlier CINDER versions in that earlier versions required 
the development of a library of transmutation chains before a calculation. Users selected chains of 
such libraries to follow transmutation paths that the user considered necessary and sufficient for the 
problem, and chains developed for one problem were not necessarily applicable to others. The 
CINDER’90 code uses a library of basic nuclear data to trace all possible transmutation paths, 
determining the partial concentration and associated activity of each linear nuclide as well as the 
integrated transmutation of each linear nuclide during a time increment. A linear nuclide’s 
integrated transmutation, called the passerby, indicates the sum of subsequent partial 
concentrations in chains continuing from the nuclide. CINDER’90 examines each linear nuclide’s 
partial concentration, activity, and passerby to determine whether a chain should be terminated 
relative to input significance criteria. 

CINDER’90 accumulates nuclide concentrations and activities from linear nuclide properties 
as they are calculated. It then combines the postprocessing data with decay and neutron absorption 
data to obtain density (atoms/barn-cm and kg); activity (Ciicm3 and Ci); decay power (W/cm3 and 
watts); macroscopic neutron absorption (cm-r); and decay spectra properties listed by nuclide, 
element 2, and mass A. The code also tabulates major contributors (20.1%) to mass, activity, 
decay power, and macroscopic absorption. 

Many applications of these calculations are addressed with the direct utilization of the 
individual-nuclide and aggregate results-activity inventory, decay power, macroscopic neutron 
absorption, etc. Some applications require the tranport of the decay source y’s to obtain a desired 
response, such as dose or dose-equivalent rates. 

Since target activity and nuclei inventory are very important for evaluating personnel safety 
risks and environmental impact of waste stream from a spallation target, the capability of predicting 
target activation and waste stream is extremely useful for target operations. Some applications 
require the transport of the decay source to obtain a desired response, such as dose or dose- 
equivalent rates. Transmutation calculation results are, of course, limited in accuracy by 
appropriate problem definition and by the validity of the nuclear data used in the calculation (i.e., 
neutron-absorption cross sections, decay constants for each nuclide transmutation path, and 
associated branching fractions to ground and isomeric states produced). Additional data describing 
the energy spectra and toxicity associated with the decay of radionuclides are required. The 
collection, calculation, and evaluation of the data are ongoing efforts currently involving dozens of 
scientists internationally. A detailed description of current CINDER’90 development activities is 
given in References 21 and 22. 

Comparison between LCS Calculations and ExperimeFtal Data 
The LAHET Code System is used worldwide for a variety of spallation neutron source 

applications. It is a premier design tool. As such, we must continue to evaluate the LCS against 
all types of basic and applied experimental data. The accuracy with which our calculations 
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reproduce experimental results is an indication of our confidence in the validity of our design 
calculations. We discuss below several comparisons we have made between LCSKINDER’90 
calculations and a variety of experimental data. 

Bare-Target IntegTal Neutro Leak= 
A simple test for the CAHET Code System consists of estimating neutron yields from simple 

targets. This particular test, although straightforward, is very important because it relates directly 
to the ability of LCS to reliably predict absolute neutron yields in the energy range of interest for 
spallation source applications. Other tests, even more stringent in nature, are described in 
subsequent sections. 

Recent measurements by Vassilkov, et al. [23] in Dubna define an excellent test problem for 
LCS. They measured absolute neutron yields from a thick cylindrical lead target at various proton 
beam energies. More precisely, the target was a natural lead cylinder, 20 cm in diameter and 60 cm 
long. The IINR synchrocylotron in Dubna was used to produce a focused proton beam at various 
energies ranging from 990 to 3650 MeV. The proton beam characteristics are not known with 
great accuracy. In all our calculations, we assumed a circular, centered beam spot on target with 
the beam spot having a full width at half-maximum of 20 to 30 mm. In the experiment, absolute 
neutron yields were measured with threshold fission detectors. 

Our simulations of the experiment with LAHET made use of the Bertini intranuclear cascade 
model followed by the application of a multistage preequilibrium model. This phase was in turn 
followed by the application of the Dresner evaporation model. The use and interfacing of’these 
different models is not very crucial for total-yield calculations but could affect the details of the 
emission spectrum, for instance. Figure 2 shows the results produced by LCS, as well as the 
experimental data of Vassilkov, et al. Clearly, the agreement between the LCS results and the 
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Cylindrical Pb target (20 cm diam. x 60 cm) 

A Measured neutron yields (Vassilkov et al., Dubna) 
0 Calculated neutron yields (LAHET + HMCNP) 

Fig. 2. Absolute neutron yields from a cylindrical (stopping length) Pb target 20 cm 
diam. x 60 cm long. Squares denote LCS results; triangles denote experimental 

results by Vassilkov, et al. The solid line is placed to guide the eye. 
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experimental data over the entire energy range is excellent, using models and parameters for those 
models that are the same as for our standard design calculations. 

Los Alamos FERFICON Conversion Measurements 
As part of the Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion program [24] at LANL, we measured the axial 

distributions of fissions and of fertile-to-fissile conversions in thick depleted uranium and thorium 
targets bombarded by 800-MeV protons. Table 1 gives the physical characteristics of the targets, 
and Fig. 3 illustrates the clustered target arrangements used in the experiments. We determined 
23% production from the amount of 239Np formed and z33U production from the amount of 
233Pa formed. We deduced the number of fissions from fission product mass-yield curves. We 
integrated the axial distributions to get the total number of conversions and fissions occurring in the 
targets. Table 2 shows measured conversion results compared to calculated predictions. The 
results are gratifying and indicate that the “source term” for low-energy (~20 MeV) neutron 
production is being handled well by LAHET. We are repeating the calculation with the latest 
model-values being used in LAHET. 

Table 1 Physical Characteristics of the Targets 

Material Number of Density 
Rods (g/cm*) 

Deplete4lUranium* 37 19.04 

Diameter (cm) 

19.70** 

Length (cm) 

30.46 

eo.251 wt% 235~. 

**Effective diameter of the clustered target ( D=dG) with an individual rod diameter of 3.239 cm. 

***Effective diameter of the clustered target with an individual rod diameter if 4.194 cm. 

Table 2 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Conversions for Thorium and Depleted 
Uranium Targets Bombarded by 800-MeV Protons 

Target Measured Conversion Calculated Conversion 
(atoms/protons) (atoms/protons) 

ThOliUlIl 1.25 AI 0.01 1.27 f 0.01 
3.81 f 0.01 3.88 f 0.03 

Russian Energv Den9s’tion Measurementi 
Because we basA our 3He target/blanket system thermal-hydraulic design on calculated 

energy deposition, it is one of the most important pieces of information transferred to the 
engineering task. To estimate the accuracy of the LCS with regard to energy deposition, we 
compared LCS predictions with experimental results of Belyakov-Bodin, et al. [25-271. We 
performed these comparisons for protons with energies of 800, 1000, and 1200 MeV on lead, 
bismuth, beryllium, carbon, aluminum, and uranium. The results for lead, bismuth, and uranium 
showed good agreement between the experimental results and the calculated values. For the lighter 
materials, however, the LCS inconsistently matched the experimental data. 

The experimental apparatus used by Belyakov-Bodin, et al. consisted of 24 blocks, each 2.5 
cm thick, 20 cm in diameter, and fabricated with internal thermocouples for temperature 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of clustered target used in the conversion measurements, the 
location of the foils in an array, and the foil position within a rod. 

measurements. Belyakov-Bodin used two techniques for fabricating the thermocouples into the 
target. The first, called the whole measuring block technique, involved inserting 12 measuring 
ends of differential thermocouples into a central disk and sealing them to derive the instantaneous 
temperature in 2 orthogonal directions at radii of 0.5, 1.3, 2.7, 5.0, and 9.4 cm. They converted 
temperature to energy deposition by an analytical solution to the linear-heat-transfer equation. 
Using a second method, named the cut measuring block technique, they divided the block into 
insulated rings with outer diameters of 2.0 cm, 5.0 cm, 10 cm, and 20 cm. They inserted three 
ends of differential thermocouples into each ring and directly measured the energy deposition as the 
integrated temperature variation of a chosen thermally insulated ring. 

The LAHET/MCNP geometry, which we set up to model the experimental configuration, 
consists of a cylinder divided into a total of 48 cells, each 2.5 cm thick, divided into two radial 
regions (r<5 cm and 5 cm<rc 10 cm), as shown in Fig. 4. We calculated the total energy 
deposition in each cell by adding the LAHET energy deposition, determined by an HTAPE 
analysis of the history tape (Type-6 edit with the contributions from nuclear excitation and 7Eo 
decay subtracted), to the coupled neutron-photon energy deposition from MCNP (type 6 tally). To 
match the quantities determined in the experiment, we determined the total energy deposited to a 
radius of both 5 cm and 10 cm for each axial cell and divided these values by 2.5 cm to yield the 
units of energy/unit length. We assumed the axial locations for these values to be the axial 
midpoints of each cell. 
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Fig. 4. LCS geometry for energy deposition calculations. 

The proton beam distribution in the experiment was approximately Gaussian with FWHM= 
2.4 cm that we modeled using a Gaussian distribution with a U= 1.0213 cm for the LAHET 
calculations. Belyakov-Bodin et al. stated that in their experiment, the beam had an inclination of 
2”fl” and a beam divergence of 0.5”&0.2” for the lead and bismuth experiments. We did not 
account for these effects in the LAHET calculations. 

We used the BERTINI nuclear cascade model for all of the LAHET calculations with many 
default input parameters. Exceptions included the implementation of the preequilibrium model, the 
inclusion of elastic scattering, and allowing for the transport of heavy charged particles (for which 
the BERTINI model only includes slowing down). Belyakov-Bodin, et al. did not give the 
densities of the materials used in the experiments; therefore, we assumed the densities were the 
natural densities of the pure materials and used the values shown in Table 3 in the LCS model. 

In our study, we investigated both the experimental and LCS values for lead, bismuth, and 
uranium targets in respect to preselected proton energies and radii. We considered the total energy 
deposited over the entire length of the targets out to their 5-cm and lo-cm radii (Table 4). We 
investigated other targets, including beryllium, carbon, and aluminum targets, although we did not 
investigate their total energy deposition values. The relative errors using LAHET were 
approximately 0.04 and 0.05 using MCNP with regard to energy deposition in each cell, although 
some larger values resulted for the lower beam energies at large distances into the target. The 
relative error for total energy deposition using LAHET was 0.001. 

We could not identify specific trends that encompass the results for all of the elements; the 
results are summarized below for each target material. However, we conclude that, for heavy 

Table 3. 
Material 
Beryllium 
Carbon 
Aluminum 

Bismuth 

Assumed Densities for the LCS Calculations 
Density (g;/cms) 

1.85 
1.60 
2.70 

11.30 
9.80 
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, 
Table 4. Total Energy Deposited over Axial Length for Radii of 5 cm and 10 cm 

Quoted Deviation 
Proton According Expelimeutal According between 

Material Energy Radius to Exp. Error to Calc. Calc. and 
(MeV) (cm) (MeV) (%) (MeV) Exp. (%)* 

800 5 380 7.0 475 25.0 
800 10 460 10.0 523 13.7 

1000 5 450 7.0 540 20.0 
1000 10 520 10.0 608 16.9 
1200 5 530 8.0 611 15.3 
1200 10 600 11.0 687 14.5 

Bismuth 800 5 430 4.0 469 9.1 
Bismuth 800 10 520 6.0 525 1.0 
Bismuth 1000 5 470 4.0 526 11.9 
Bismuth 1000 10 570 6.0 600 5.3 

Bismuth 1200 5 470 8.0 589 25.3 
Bismuth 1200 10 570 10.0 672 17.9 
Uranium 800 5 1090 4.4 1205 10.6 
Uranium 800 10 1570 5.8 1622 3.3 
Uranium loo0 5 1460 6.7 1497 2.5 
Uranium 1000 10 2170 7.2 2083 -4.0 
Uranium 1200 5 1700 3.5 1784 4.9 
Uranium 1200 10 2530 4.1 2540 0.4 

*Error defined as (Calc. Value - Exp. Value)/(Exp. Value). 

materials, the LCS accurately predicts energy deposition values for both total deposition and 
deposition at specific locations within the targets with the total energy deposition being correct 
within approximately 20% and energy deposition values at specific locations being even more 
accurate. However, for lighter elements, the uncertainty in the predictions is greater. This is partly 
because the Bertini intranuclear cascade and Dresner evaporation models are statistical in nature and 
work better for heavier nuclei. Also, nuclear density is not modeled as well for light nuclei. 

LANSCE Activation Measurement 
To test the accuracy of the LCS coupled with CINDER’90 with regard to predicting residual 

nuclide activity due to long-term proton bombardment, we performed a comparison of calculational 
predictions and experimental residual dose rate measurements of the LANSCE target after removal 
for storage [28]. From November 1985 through October 1990, the LANSCE spallation target 
received an integrated beam current of about 0.25 amp-hour of 800-MeV protons with a 
documented operational history. Personnel removed the target on April 7, 1991, and measured 
gamma dose rates due to the decay of activation products in the target along the outside surface of 
the target and within the center of the flux trap. 

The model we are using for the LCS calculations is a modification of the LANSCE target- 
moderator-reflector-shield geometry developed by H. G. Hughes and H. Lichtenstein [29-301. 
The only modifications we made to this model are the alteration of the cell divisions within the 
regions of interest (upper tungsten target, lower tungsten target, beryllium, and steel around the 
central target region) (Fig. 5). We obtained the isotopic concentrations for the LAHET calculations 
by taking the MCNP material specifications in the Hughes/Lichtenstein model and modifying them 
when necessary by the isotopic abundances in the Chart of the Nuclides, Thirteenth Edition [31]. 
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Fig. 5. LCS geometry for LANSCEI activation calculations. 

In the calculational procedure, we used the LCS to predict the spallation product production 
and nuclide destruction rates, as well as the flux levels generated in the LANSCE target and 
surrounding regions during operation. We then used this information to perform subsequent 
isotopic depletion calculations using CINDER’90. Using CINDER’90, we determined the 
gamma-source distribution corresponding to the time of the LANSCE target measurements and 
then inserted the source into the LCS model and transported it using MCNP to determine the dose 
rates at the measurement locations. 

For the LAHET calculation, we ran 50,000 source protons. We then used HTAPE to 
determine the nuclide production, nuclide destruction, and gas production in the system. We then 
added the gas-production results to the nuclide production files. We transported the resulting 
generated neutrons in MCNP and tallied the fluxes for the upper tungsten target, the lower tungsten 
target, and the beryllium and steel, which directly surround the target (everything inside the 
beryllium sheath). This material was removed as a unit-target-assembly when the measurements 
were taken. 

For the subsequent gamma-transport calculations, we entered the gamma distributions 
predicted by CINDER’90 (refer to the target/blanket technical report) as homogeneous gamma 
sources, in the respective regions in which they were generated, by defining a volume for source- 
point sampling in MCNP and using cell rejection so that particles would only be initiated in the 
appropriate regions. We used one million source particles for each transport calculation, and we 
performed a separate calculation for each region so that we could determine the contribution from 
the various regions. We took point detector tallies in the center of the flux trap and 5.1 cm from 
the beryllium sheath in the center of the 12.22-cm-wide vertical face, located vertically 11.4,22.4, 
and 33.4 cm from the center of the flui trap along the lower tungsten target, and 12.6,29.5, and 
46.4 cm from the center of the flux trap along the upper tungsten target. The tally results were 
normalized to the total gamma source for each individual region obtained from the CINDER’90 
results. These gamma sources are given in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Decay Gamma-Source Strengths 

Region Source Strength (gammad(dcm3)) 

Upper Tungsten 4.871e+lO 
Lower Tungsten 9.68oe+o9 
Beryllium 2.995e+05 

The greatest error in the LCS results when compared to the experimental values occurred at 
the bottom of the lower target assembly, where the LCS prediction was 2.4 times greater than the 
experimental measurement (Table 6). This was also the only value predicted by the LCS that was 
greater than the measured value. We conclude that the combination of the LCS and CINDER’90 
predicted the resulting dose levels surrounding the target to within a factor of about 2, which is 
quite remarkable for this type of calculation. Furthermore, our problem had significant activation 
contributions from both spallation (predominantly in the tungsten) and parasitic neutron absorption 
(primarily in the steel) and illustrates the ability of LCS/CINDER’90 to accurately account for both 
mechanisms of radionuclide production. Finally, the material composition of the LANSCE target 
makes this measurement a strong validation for the use of LCS/CINDER’90 for AFT activation 
calculations. Combining LCS with CINDER’90 results in a very useful package for the analysis 
of APT radionuclide waste streams and subsequent dose levels generated by the activated material. 

Table 6. Decay Dose Values Calculated by LCS/CINDER’90 and Experimental Results 

Location LCS (kR/h) Measurement Ratio 
(kR/h) 

Top of Upper Target Assembly 0.07 0.11 0.60 
Middle of Upper Target Assembly 0.25 0.39 0.60 
Bottom of Upper Target Assembly 0.93 1.30 0.71 
Center of Flux Trap 2.21 3.40 0.66 
Top of Lower Target Assembly 0.74 1.55 0.47 
Middle of Lower Target Assembly 0.65 0.65 0.99 
Bottom of Lower Target Assembly 0.46 0.19 2.42 

LANSCE Neutron Snectra 
Light water. We have measured the neutron flux from the high-intensity Hz0 moderator at 
LANSCE from 0.025 eV to 100 keV [32], and compared the measured values with calculated 
predictions. The results are shown in Fig. 6 from 0.025 eV to 10 keV. The agreement between 
calculations and measurements is at the 20% level. This is a very stringent test of the LCS because 
of the complex geometry and composition of the LANSCE target-moderator-reflector-shield 
system. (We used the Hughes as-built mockup of the LANSCE target system [29] in our 
calculations, see Fig. 5.) 
Liquid hydrogen. We have also measured the leakage current from the LANSCE liquid para- 
hydrogen moderator (temperature 20 K) as a function of energy in the range from 0.001 eV to 10 
eV. Instead of using gold foil activation analysis, a calibrated low-efficiency neutron beam 
monitor was used in a time-of-flight experiment to determine the absolute neutron flux. The time 
distribution (or neutron pulse width) of the leakage current was also measured as a function of 
energy in range from 0.002 eV to 0.02 eV, but the results are not reported here. The raw data 
from the beam monitor are shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 6. Calculated and measured neutron energy spectra from the LANSCE 
high-intensity Hz0 moderator. 

The neutron counts per channel, N, in the monitor spectrum shown in Fig. 7 can be 
calculated from the neutron leakage current, e@(e), by 

N = Conv(t) x (e(t)a(e(t))) (1) 

where e is the energy at time t, and e@(e) is the current in units of neutrons per steradian per proton 
per lethargy. The function, COW(~), contains all the experimental parameters (distance, 
collimation, channel width, efficiency, absorption, number of protons, etc.). In order to obtain an 
experimental analytical form for e@(e) useful for design, the raw monitor data (dashed line in Fig. 
7) were fitted to a parameterized form of the function, <p(e), expressed in units of neutrons/sr/p/eV. 
The current, a(e), is the sum of a thermal contribution and an epithermal contribution and is 
defined in equation 2. 

(2) 

where OO is an epithermal scale factor. The neutron absorption correction, abs, is included to 
simulate that the leakage at very low energy will be affected by absorption. The thermal 
contribution, O,,(e), is defined as a Maxwellian distribution 

CD,(e) = J$exp 
th 

(3) 

where J is the Maxwellian integral, and et,, is the Maxwellian temperature in eV. This latter 
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Fig. 7. Monitor spectrum. 

parameter can be expected to be somewhat larger than the energy corresponding to 20 K, the 
temperature of the moderator. The epithermal contribution, Q&e), joins smoothly on to the 
thermal part at an energy, e,,,, that typically is a few times larger than erh. The joining function, 
Ocut(e), is defined by equation 4. The parameter, p, controls, how rapid O,, approaches one. 

O,,(e) = 1 - exp(-x)(1 +x+0.5x2) 

where 

x = P(e - e,,,) e 2 e,, 

x=0 e < e,lu 

(4) 

The Maxwellian maximum for a moderator at 20K should show as a fairly narrow peak at 15000 
psec in the raw monitor data. That,peak is clearly not present in Fig. 7. The monitor data show 
structure in the region between 4000 to 5000 psec corresponding to neutron energies between 
0.015 and 0.020 eV. Since this structure is at much higher energy than expected for both et,, and 
e L-u*7 this structure is associated with the epithermal part, @epi, of the neutron leakage. The 
explanation for the structure is the large change in the neutron scattering cross section for the para- 
hydrogen molecule at 0.0152 eV (twice the rotational constant for the hydrogen molecule). For 
neutron energies below 0.0152 eV, only the elastic para-para transition that has a very small 
neutron cross section is possible. Above 0.0152 eV, the para-ortho transition with a much larger 
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cross section becomes allowed. The elastic and inelastic contributions to the neutron cross section 
for para-hydrogen have been calculated in the energy region from 0.0 to 0.04 eV, and the results 
are shown in Fig. 8. A more complete calculation of the cross section is described by McFarlane 
[33]. The large decrease in the cross section just below 0.015 eV gives rise to an increase in the 
leakage. Para-hydrogen becomes almost transparent to neutrons below 0.015 eV. To simulate this 
change, the traditional functional form for the epithermal part in equation 5 has been multiplied by a 
switch function, p(e). 

0 
l-a 

@h,i Ce) = AeN e, 
e 

(5) 

where e. is 1 eV. Since the epithermal flux is very nearly inversely proportional to e, the 
parameter, a, is expected to be small. The switch function, p(e), is defined by equation 6. 

p(e) = 1 + fip exp(-x)( 1+ X + 0. 5x2) 

where 

x= y(e-ep) e 2 ep 

x=0 e c ep 

(6) 

where ep is equal to 0.0152 eV, and yand Sp are parameters. The monitor counts, N, were fitted 
by a least squares fitting procedure to the neutron leakage current, a(e), defined by equations 2 
through 6. The results for the least squares analysis are given in Table 7. 

We are repeating the calculations of the neutron spectra for both the light water and liquid 
hydrogen moderators using: the most recent KS model parameters; the inclusion of a proton beam 
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Fig. 8. Calculated hydrogen cross sections. 
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window in our Monte Carlo simulation; more realistic proton beam profiles; a small addition of 
ortho-hydrogen; and better statistics. For light water, we use the scattering kernel provided with 
MCNP, Ref. 11. For liquid hydrogen, we use the scattering kernels for ortho- and para-hydrogen 
as described by MacFarlane [33]. 

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the fit to the experimental data and the LCS-calculated 
neutron beam leakage. The disparity between the calculations and experiment may, in part, be due 
to the following calculational assumptions and deficiencies: 

l the calculation was done for pure para-hydrogen whereas some ortho-hydrogen is 
present; 

l the Monte Carlo computation was not performed with sufficient source particles to yield a 
small relative error for all energy bins; 

l the effects of the proton beam window were not included in the model geometry; 

. an “ideal” proton beam profile was used in the calculation, rather than a realistic profile; 
and 

l there may be shortcomings in the scattering kernels with regard to the transition to a l/E 
spectrum. 

The calculations are being redone for both the water and hydrogen moderators with the goal of 
addressing many of these deficiencies. 

Table 7. Parameters for the para-hydrogen moderator leakage current 
Maxwellian integral J = 0.0101 n/sr/p 

Maxwellian temperature erh = 0.00256 eV 

Epithermal scale factor 
a>, = Leakage current at E0 = 1 eV 

Q0 = 0.00457 n/sr/p/eV 

Epithermal leakage parameter a=0.141 

Parameters for 
joining function O,, 

= 0.00436 eV 
p”= 645 eV-1 

Parameters for 
switch function p 

a,, = 1.34 y= 358 eV-1 
I+ = 0.0152 eV (fixed) 

Absorption correction abs = 0.0169 

Goodness of fit x2 = 237 
Number of points = 186 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the fit to the measured data and the LCS calculation for 
the liquid hydrogen moderator. 
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